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Weekly Ag Markets Update: 10/31/2016 

By Jack Scoville 
 

Wheat:  US markets moved a little lower again last week.  The market fell away from some resistance 
areas on the charts, but remains in a short term trading range.  The weekly export sales report was 
positive, but the market remains worried about the world competition.  There is still a lot of Wheat 
around.  In fact, the IGC raised their world production estimate by 1.0 million tons this month to 748 
million tons, mostly on increased production from the Black Sea region.  Russia and Romania sold to 
Egypt last week as that country continues to add to reserves and purchases.  US Winter Wheat planting 
and initial growth conditions remain generally good for now, but it remains too dry in southwest 
sections of the Great Plains and it is increasingly warm and dry in the Delta and Southeast.  All of these 
areas look to remain mostly warm and dry this week.  Longer term outlooks from NOAA suggest that 
these areas will remain warm and mostly dry for an extended period and possibly well into the Winter.  
It remains wet in northern Argentina and also in Canada, and both regions are experiencing delays.  
The delays are most notable in Canada, where high quality Spring Wheat is waiting to be harvested.  
The overall wet and cool pattern looks likely to continue, so it is possible that some of the crop will not 
get harvested and will be lost.  It should mean more demand for US Spring Wheat as well as the US 
harvest is over and the quality of the Spring Wheat crop appears to be good.  Overall, the fundamentals 
of large world Wheat production against some questionable quality around the world should support 
the higher protein markets against the lower protein markets.        

 

Weekly Chicago Wheat Futures    
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Weekly Kansas City Wheat Futures 

 

 

Weekly Minneapolis Wheat Futures 
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Corn:  Corn closed slightly higher for the week as demand held well and as US producers remained slow 

sellers.  Futures continue to hold firm despite ideas of big US production.  The harvest should now be 

about 75% complete, and producers are doing all they can to store the crop.  Yield reports have been 

generally strong, but no one is really talking about and records.  It still appears that USDA is too high 

on its Corn yield estimates.  Most analyst ideas are about 170 to 171 bushels per acre, which would 

imply new records that no one is hearing.  It is still possible that the final national yield will be below 

170 bushels per acre.  The harvest pace increased as the week moved along and the weather for 

harvesting improved.  Good weather is expected this week, although some showers are possible in the 

middle of the week.  Temperatures should generally average near to below normal.  There should be 

no problem for producers to finish the harvest by the middle of next month as the extended forecasts 

call for moderate conditions.  The overall tone of the market remains firm.  The US is facing 

competition from Ukraine at the moment, but not really from anyone else for Corn.  However, many 

countries have a lot of feed wheat to sell.  Brazil and Argentina are starting to plant the main crops 

now.  It has been very wet in southern Brazil and northern Argentina, so fieldwork chances have been 

minimal.  Some areas will need an extended period of drier weather to see much in the way of planting 

progress.  Domestic feed prices in both countries are very high, and both countries will be mostly out 

of the world market until the next crop arrives in the Spring.   

 

Weekly Corn Futures:      
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Weekly Oats Futures 

 

  

Soybeans and Soybean Meal:  Soybeans and Soybean Meal traded higher last week and trends turned up 

on the charts.  The story for both markets remains ideas of big production against big demand, and 

that story usually leads to moderate prices instead of low or high prices.  The demand for US Soybeans 

remains very strong.  USDA announced sales of more than 2.0 million tons again last week, but these 

strong sales had been expected.  US farmers are reporting very strong yields and high production as the 

harvest starts to wind down in many areas.  US farmers are trying to store the crop and not sell as they 

anticipate strong prices in the near to medium term.  The strong demand and lack of offer in the cash 

market has led to stronger basis levels in the country.  The stronger basis has helped support futures in 

the last couple of weeks.  Many producers could finish with the harvest this week if the weather holds, 

and forecasts are generally favorable.  Some showers are possible about midweek, but the rest of the 

forecast period should be dry and relatively cool.  There is a good chance that some farmers will be 

forced to sell the last of the harvest as storage will be full.  That could create one more move down in 

futures and provide on more good buying chance for everyone.  Brazil farmers are planting now, and 

rains have now appeared in northern parts of the country.  Good rains were reported in northern Mato 

Grosso, and farmers were working to get planted.  Progress has been very good.  It remains too wet for 

best work in the southern half of the country.  Brazil planted area for Soybeans is expected to increase 

only marginally this year as farmers become more interested in corn due to price.  Argentine producers 

will start to plant soon, but are expected to plant more Corn and less Soybeans due to the tax regime 

imposed by the government. 
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Weekly Chicago Soybeans Futures: 

 

 

 

Weekly Chicago Soybean Meal Futures 
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Rice:  World markets were mostly soft last week.  Southeast Asian prices were sideways to weaker, and 

southern Asian markets were also softer.  There was no new demand news although Philippines is 

expected to buy more after two typhoons hit northern production areas at harvest time in the last 

couple of weeks.  The storms initially destroyed about 250,000 tons of domestic production on Luzon, 

and these losses no doubt increased in the wake of the last storm as it was bigger and covered more of 

the island.  The storms then moved into southern China and probably hurt crops there, although no 

estimates of nay losses have been released.  The FAO raised its world production estimate by two 

million tons to 484 million tons in its monthly report that was released on Friday.  China imported just 

under 216,000 tons of Rice in September, and this was 39% less than the previous year.  Most of the 

Rice, about 157,000 tons, came from Vietnam, with the rest of Southeast Asia and Pakistan selling 

smaller amounts.  Calendar year to date imports are 10% above a year ago at 2.543 million tons.  The 

US market also turned softer last week amid quiet market conditions.  November deliveries start on 

Monday and are expected to be big due to the quiet and weak cash market.  Rough Rice export demand 

remains solid for the US, but milled Rice export demand has been weak.  US domestic milled Rice 

demand has been stable.         

       

Weekly Chicago Rice Futures 
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Palm Oil and Vegetable Oils:  Palm Oil closed higher once again as the market continues to recover 

losses seen in the last several weeks.  The demand has not been real strong this month, but has shown 

some signs of improvement in the last week as there was talk that India would soon return to the 

market to buy.  Monthly export data was released by the private surveyors.  SGS estimated exports at 

1.365 million tons and ITS estimated exports at 1.288 million tons.  SGS said exports dropped 5.1% on a 

month to month basis and ITS said that exports were down 6.4% on a month to month basis.  The trade 

remains concerned about the potential for reduced production.  Reports indicate that the production 

inside Malaysia and Indonesia has not recovered as well as expected.  The rains have been good, but 

the response to the rains by the trees has not been as had been expected.  MPOB will issue new data 

next week, and the production data will be in the focus.  Demand could start to improve for fuel uses if 

the current rally in Crude Oil and other petroleum markets continues.  However, traditional demand 

has been less than exciting even though India has cut back its import taxes for vegetable oils and China 

has announced its reduced tariff import quotas.  The price spread between Palm Oil and Soybean Oil 

continues to favor Soybean Oil, and that market has seen better demand at the expense of Palm Oil.  

Canola prices have been very strong as well.  The weather has been poor for harvest in Canada for the 

last couple of weeks as the Prairies have seen some rain and snow.  Many farmers have been unable to 

harvest until now, and it is possible that some of the Canola will not be harvested before Winter now.  

As much as 20% of the crop has not been harvested yet.  Farmers appear willing to sell at current levels 

in Canada as prices are as high as they have been since late May.  Canola futures are now near some 

important resistance areas on the weekly charts.  Vegetable oils markets in general and Palm Oil in 

particular look to remain strong as the world demand holds strong.       

 

 

Weekly Malaysian Palm Oil Futures:  
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Weekly Chicago Soybean Oil Futures 

 

 

Weekly Canola Futures: 
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Cotton:  Futures in the US were higher.  It was a strong week that came amid little positive news.  The 

US harvest is active.  Harvest data has shown good yields in general, and overall the US production is 

expected to be good despite the losses in the Carolinas.  Yields are down somewhat in Texas dryland 

areas, but other areas are reporting good crops.  It might be hard for the market to rally significantly 

for the next few weeks due to the expanding harvest.  The harvest is continuing throughout the 

southern parts of the US, but still has a long way to go.  Current weather forecasts call for warm and 

dry conditions in production areas that should be good for crop maturation and harvest activities.  The 

classing data provided by USDA shows that the quality of the crop harvested so far is improving after a 

weak start.  The quality should continue to improve as the harvest expands as conditions in most areas 

have been very good.  Demand for US Cotton should remain relatively strong as the US has Cotton 

available.  This is true despite a weak export sales report last week.  India has had a better crop so far 

this year and is harvesting.  Prices should start to drop now as the new Cotton starts to hit the market.  

The monsoon has receded, so harvest should be very active.    

 

Weekly US Cotton Futures 

 

 

Frozen Concentrated Orange Juice and Citrus:  Futures rebounded and closed higher for the week.  The 

daily and weekly charts now show the chance for the market to move significantly higher.  The weather 

in Florida looks calm and mostly dry, which will be good for crop maturation and initial harvesting.  

The harvest is underway for the fresh market with the holidays not all that far away.  Fruit is turning 

color in some groves, so the fruit is getting mature.  Fruit size is reported to be uneven from multiple 

flowerings this year.  Acid content is expected to be strong as the dry weather should keep water in 

the fruit to a minimum.  Brazil saw more rains in Sao Paulo last week, and flowering should be starting 

under good conditions.  However, the rains have been uneven, and flowering could be uneven as well.  

The overall tone of the market remains very strong as the theme of reduced production and supplies 

due to crop losses caused by the greening disease continues to be the overriding factor in the market.       
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Weekly FCOJ Futures 

 

 

Coffee:  Prices were higher again last week, with Robusta prices once again leading the way.  Arabica 

prices did break some important resistance areas on the daily and weekly charts and found a lot of 

fund and other speculator short covering during the second half of the week.  Reports from Brazil last 

week indicated that Robusta production there is so short that Robusta prices are now higher than 

Arabica in the local market.  There have been reports of good rains in Minas, and increased rains in the 

short term have improved flowering and production potential for Arabica.  However, it is the second 

year of the production cycle and less production is expected either way.  The need to keep Arabica at 

home for domestic blends is expected to cut the offer volume from Brazil in the short term.  There is 

still Coffee in the cash market.  Central American producers are selling the last of the previous crop to 

make room for the next harvest that will be starting soon.  They are finding competition from South 

America and Asia for sales.  US differentials have been weaker, but now appear to be stable.  

Differentials for the crop are starting to weaken also as the new crop with fresh beans comes closer to 

harvest.  Increasing buying interest is seen for the next crop, and offers are increasing as well.  

Southeast Asian growing conditions are variable, but appear to be improved in Vietnam.  Producers 

have been more active sellers in order to create space for the next harvest.  Conditions have not been 

as good in Indonesia due to too much rain at harvest time.     
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Weekly New York Arabica Coffee Futures 

 

 

 

Weekly London Robusta Coffee Futures 
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Weekly Sao Paulo Coffee Futures: 

 

 

Sugar:  Futures closed lower last week, and the trends are turning down.  Some long liquidation is 

possible over the next couple of weeks as the market pauses and refreshes.  News that China is now 

starting to offer from government supplies into the domestic market was the reason for the selling.  

China plans to offer 200,000 tons to start with, and the moves by the government could cut its import 

demand in half.  China is the world’s largest importer of Sugar.   A smaller crop than expected for 

Brazil is possible as rains in the center south region have been uneven so far this year.  Current rainfall 

amounts have been high in many areas recently, but some areas have not had good rains.  There could 

be smaller crops coming from India and Thailand due to uneven monsoon rainfall in Sugar areas in both 

countries.  The weather in other Latin American countries appears to be mostly good as rains remain 

sufficient.  The monsoon has receded in India and Thailand now so harvest activities should be 

underway soon.  Recent typhoons in northern Luzon in Philippines have hurt crops on the island, and 

losses are being reported.    
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Weekly New York World Raw Sugar Futures 

 

 

Weekly London White Sugar Futures 
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Cocoa:  Futures markets moved higher in consolidation trading.  Futures continue to pull away from 

lows seen a couple of weeks ago, but the weekly chart trends remain down in New York.  Trends are 

sideways in London, where the currency weakness has played a big rold in the price action.  Overall 

price action remains weak and it is possible that prices will fall more in the next couple of months.  

The next production cycle still appears to be bigger as the growing conditions around the world are 

generally improved.  West Africa has seen much better rains this year and alternating warm and dry 

weather with the rains.  There have been some reports of disease to crops in the wetter areas, but so 

far there is not a lot of market concern.  Bigger production is expected this year in all countries.  East 

Africa is getting enough rain now, and overall production conditions are now called good.  Good 

conditions are still being reported in Southeast Asia as well.   

 

Weekly New York Cocoa Futures 
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Weekly London Cocoa Futures 

 

 

Dairy and Meat:  Dairy markets were higher last week.  World markets were most positive as the Global 
Dairy Auction showed a recovery in prices.  US prices have been higher in the world market, so export 
demand for the US has been less.  However, the increased world price structure was positive news for 
all sellers.  Overall demand is still stronger, and the market in Oceana remains much more optimistic 
than before and appears to be gaining business again.  China and most of Southeast Asia have been buy-
ing and have provided the reason for the improved market conditions.  The Oceana market now expects 
more moderate prices in the coming year.  EU production is dropping due to weak prices and hotter 
than normal temperatures.  US production is dropping, but still remains high. 
 
US cattle and beef prices were higher last week in reaction to the surprising Cattle on Feed report from 
USDA.  USDA showed much smaller placements than expected, and the buying started the following 
Monday.  The moves were welcome news for producers who had been seeing only lower prices for 
weeks.  Prices in beef markets have been weak on the wholesale level and are now weaker at the retail 
level.  Demand is starting to improve on the weaker prices, and wholesale beef markets found some 
support last week.  The US is entering a low demand time of year for beef as Thanksgiving is just around 
the corner and the demand will be for Turkey.  Australia has less to offer and very high prices.  Herd cull-
ing has slackened in both Australia and New Zealand.  Pasture conditions in both countries is better than 
a year ago. 
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Pork markets have been firm.  The cash market has also turned firmer.  Pork demand has been relatively 
weak as consumers and exporters have looked to buy other meats and have been content to watch pork 
prices fall.  There has been a lot of featuring in supermarkets in the US in an effort to stimulate demand.  
US export demand should start to improve on the lower prices.  The charts show down trends, and also 
that the market is now below long term support areas.  The market could develop a sideways trend for 
the short term or even turn higher for a short term rally as it appears very oversold.   
 

Weekly Chicago Class 3 Milk Futures 
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Weekly Chicago Cheese Futures 

 

 

Weekly Chicago Butter Futures 
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Weekly Chicago Live Cattle Futures: 

 

 

Weekly Feeder Cattle Futures: 
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Weekly Chicago Lean Hog Futures: 
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